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Nazareth Farm:
A Life Changing Experience

By Maeve Horan-Portelance

Over February break, a group of East Catholic students and faculty went on a six-day mission trip to
Nazareth Farm—an organization in rural West Virginia centered around four cornerstones: prayer,
simplicity, community, and service. There were two
other high schools besides East Catholic volunteering that week—Our Lady of Mercy from Rochester, New York, and Academy of the Holy Angels in
Demarest, New Jersey. When they first arrived, and
several times during the course of the week, the
volunteers were told the phrase “welcome home”
by the staff members at the farm. As the week went
on, they all truly realized that the farm had become
their home, and the people there had become their
family. During the day, the volunteers split off into
different work groups, and each day they either
traveled to a worksite to do home repair projects, or
stayed back at the farm to be part of the home crew.
They were able to visit three or four different
worksites around the areas of Center Point, West
Union, and Clarksburg West Virginia. While at
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those various worksites, the students worked
on different projects ranging from porch construction to painting and installing drywall.
Some work groups were also able to spend
time at the local senior center and interact with
the people there—a concept at the farm called
“ministry of presence.” On the days when the
students stayed back at the farm to work on
home crew, they got an idea of the many jobs it
takes to make life comfortable and pleasant,
but also sustainable and environmentally effective. The home crew cooked, cleaned, and prepared warm welcomes for the crews spending
their days on the worksites. Through their time
on the farm, the volunteers learned what it
means to truly live simply, whether it was
through the absence of technology or the conservation of resources such as food, water, and
electricity. Another crucial part of life at the
farm were the daily prayer sessions, in which
the volunteers were taught about the seven
Catholic Social Teachings, which include caring for community, solidarity, and life and dignity of the human person. One of the most important parts of life at the farm was based on
the cornerstone of simplicity. The volunteers
and staff were able to form bonds as a community throughout the course of the week, whether it was through sharing stories over meals
and campfires, or playing games together before bed. By the end of the week, all of the

staff and volunteers had formed very close
bonds with each other that really reflected the
way life can be when one is more focused on
spending time with and helping others than
their own personal lives or their lives on social
media. Sophomore Elizabeth Adams experience Nazareth Farm for the first time this year.
She says, “Going on Nazareth Farm was truly
an unforgettable experience that helped me to
strengthen my faith in God while opening my
eyes to those who are less fortunate than me.
We were able to offer many people a sense of
community and support while living out God’s
mission, and that definitely changed my life for
the better.”

Poem: Division
By Patrick Roth
There is fact and there is fiction,
There are truths and there are lies,
There are issues that divide us,
And cause conflicts to arise.
Our emotions can confuse us,
And some may begin to yell,
Yet the logic that confronts them
They cannot ever quell.
For plain and simple logic,
Always will prevail,
Though some may try to thwart it,
But always to no avail.

Music

Mary Pops In

By Morgan Frye
On March 16, two incredible things happened: first, the East boys basketball team won another state championship; and second, the East
community enjoyed the final incredible performance of Mary Poppins.
Many people have probably seen the 1964
movie version of this beloved story, starring Julie
Andrews and Dick Van Dyke. If so, why go see the
stage production, put on by a bunch of high school
kids? But this musical has wonderful lessons, different ones for everyone. It could be not to judge
someone by their appearance; it could be that money isn’t everything; or that family is very important. Different
scenes
reveal
different
truths.
The group of high
school students that put on the show truly make the
production the special experience that it is. They
started learning lines in early January (in British
accents, I must add), along with the dances
numbers and songs— so that when March 15 came
along, their opening show would exceed everyone’s
expectations.
Every student who participated dedicated
herself or himself to realizing the vision of director
Ms. Fiorentino, AD Ms. Nadine, and pit conductor
Mr. Brudz. They worked tirelessly after school for
four hours or more, almost every day. Whether
learning choreography for numbers
like
“Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” (the spelling of
which is still tattooed on my mind) or “Step in
Time;” or practicing songs with Mrs. Russell; the
cast was always working to make Mary Poppins the
best show ever to grace our stage. The cast was
well aware of the high bar established just a year
ago, with the East production of Cinderella (they
still don’t like to talk about the dreaded song, “10
Minutes Ago!”).
Mounting Mary Poppins was equal parts
fun and stressful, especially for people like Victoria
Zacharski, who played the title role. Her performance was absolutely incredible, and we’re going
to miss her so much next year. Other memorable
performances included Jenna Ptachcinski as Winifred Banks (the movie Saving Mr Banks always
makes me cry); Michael Chomick, who played everyone’s favorite sweep
Bert;
and
Chase Jagel,
who made
his premiere
with Stage
East
this
year
as
George
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Banks. And we can’t forget the Banks
children— Sean Kennedy and Gillian Millin
were fantastic as Michael and Jane. The entire
cast, pit band, and crew put all their hearts and
souls into this show.
For the seniors, of course, Mary Poppins
was their last Stage East production. Whatever
year, or however many previous productions
they had brought to life, each student gave their
all. The week before the show, they all stayed
until 7:00 p.m. every night (except one night,
when rehearsal ran until 8:00). As the end
neared and the performance loomed, all panicked, convinced that the show wasn’t ready
yet. Nevertheless, all persisted, and pulled
through as a team.
This is what makes Stage East such a wonderful community: They welcome you with
open arms, and they teach you so
much. Everyone takes it very seriously, but
they still fill each day and night with laughter.
To anyone who wants to be a part of a community that just embraces everyone— you should
join Stage East next year. Stage East invites
you. Yes, you over there— come out of your
shell and join our family!

Jazz in the
Spring

By Julia Cannamela
Jazz has been in full swing this spring for
the Jazz East Big Band! In the past month, the
band attended multiple festivals and held a
Night of Jazz to showcase the songs that these
talented musicians have been working hard to
perfect.
On March 24, Jazz Band attended the
Greenwich “Essentially Ellington” Festival,
where they performed a set of tunes from the
prolific composer Duke Ellington, along with a
piece by Thad Jones. Perhaps the most crowdpleasing song was the debut of “The Mooche,”
a song that heavily featured four clarinetists
with a special vocal solo by Jaeden
Morningstar. After a strong performance, the
band worked in a clinic with the great James
Chirillo, a professional jazz guitarist who gave
the band helpful tips on how to improve their

sound. During the awards presentation, Michael
Chomick, David Lundy, and Jack MacDonald
were honored for their outstanding solos.
Next came the Night of Jazz on April 4,
which was held in East Catholic’s very own
auditorium. This event featured many wonderful showcases of jazz, not just from Jazz Band,
but also from Stage Band, ECCE, the Blue
Notes, and Combo. Some highlights of the
night included Jazz Band and Choir performing
“Sing, Sing, Sing” together, and Jack
MacDonald playing a segment of one of his
solos while rotating his trumpet a full 360
degrees. The Night of Jazz was thoroughly
enjoyed by all who attended, and each group
that performed showcased their musical talents
very well.
Just two days after Night of Jazz, Jazz Band
headed to the UMass High School Jazz Festival
in Amherst for its last festival of the year. The
band had a stellar performance followed by a
clinic from Dave Sporny, a great professional
trombonist. Later, Combo performed its set,
which was filled with strong solos from each
member of the smaller group. The band had
many opportunities to learn from experienced
jazz musicians, through clinics focused on
individual instruments, a master class taught by
the legendary Wycliffe Gordon, and a
performance by the UMass Jazz ensemble.
Several musicians were honored for
Outstanding Solos, including Johanna Data,
Jack, and David, and the latter two also
received scholarships for a jazz summer camp
hosted by UMass. However, the greatest honor
came when the jazz band won “Outstanding
Performance” and was selected to open for
Wycliffe Gordon’s concert later that night. The
band performed a peppy, swinging tune called
“Jack the Bear” for a large crowd that night and
was commended by Gordon himself. Ending
festival season on a high note with a win, the
band’s hard work and dedication paid off.
Although the festival season is over, Jazz
Band is still working to improve, and is
preparing for the Spring Concert. If you would
like to see the band perform along with the rest
of the music department, the concert is on
Thursday, May 16 at 7:00.

Fine Arts

Spotlight Artist:
Maya Gopal
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exactly as Maya had wanted it to, but she is still
proud that she finished it.
Maya has been recognized for her artistry at
ECHS when she won the award for Principles of
Design last year and for Advanced Projects this
year. Her photography has also been acknowledged at the scholastic art and writing awards,
where she received a gold key for her photograph titled “Snowflakes of Ice.” Maya is a
member of the National Art Honors Society and
the current chair of the Auction Committee.
Along with Tony Cai and Elizabeth Long, she
has also started the Photography Club at East
Catholic. You will be able to view some of Maya’s stunning artwork at the art department’s
Spring Art Show on May 16th. Her talent and
dedication are truly remarkable. Don’t miss the
chance to see it for yourself!

By Laura Mund
In this issue of ECHO, we highlight a talented artist who is the usual author of this section. Junior Maya Gopal is a hardworking, skilled artist of
many mediums and a current student of Ms. Landry’s Advanced Projects class. Maya has had a love
for art for as long as she can remember. In eighth
grade, her interest in photography took off. Then,
she began to paint during her sophomore year and
continues to create many beautiful works of art.
According to Maya, her favorite piece so far has
been a recent painting based on the Hindu story of
the god named Krishna. As the story goes, when he
was a boy, Krishna’s mother thought he had been
eating dirt, so she opened his mouth to look inside.
When she did, she saw the universe. Because this
story has always sparked Maya’s interest, she has
developed a fascination for space and is very proud
of the final painting she has created.
Here at East, Maya has taken Elements of
Art and Principles of Art during her sophomore
year before taking Advanced Projects with a concentration in drawing and painting. She has found
that taking these classes and having Ms. Landry as
a mentor has really helped her improve her skills
and learn new ones. She has seen herself mature
from someone who pursued art for fun to a very
skilled and technical artist. Although Maya tends to
have a preference for realism when she paints, she
also has a love for experimenting with more abstracted styles as well. For inspiration, she thinks
introspectively and reflects on what she most wants
to express. Her ethnicity and her taste in music are
just two examples of her reflection.
Maya readily admits that being an artist
comes with its challenges. The project that she
struggled with most was her first piece, a selfportrait, that she produced in Advanced Projects. “I
was almost halfway done with it when it slipped out
of my sketch pad on the bus to a volleyball game,”
Maya recalled, “and when we found it, it was covered in footprints.” Though she was crushed, she
decided against starting the project over completely
and began to do her best to fix it. It ended up being
a long process, and the portrait did not come out

Book Review:
Shackleton's
Stowaway
By Farah Suede
History books often dull the actions of the
event or figure they are written about, by removing emotion and making it all about fact. But
Shackleton’s Stowaway, by Victoria McKernan,
does quite the opposite, while still remaining a

factual retelling of the Trans-Antarctic
Expedition.
In 1914, Sir Ernest Henry Shackleton set
out on a ship with a 27-person crew and the goal
of crossing Antarctica via the South Pole. Many
of the crew had responded to the following recruitment notice from Shackleton, which has become famous: "Men wanted for hazardous journey. Small wages. Bitter cold. Long months of
complete darkness. Constant danger. Safe return
doubtful. Honour and recognition in case of success.” Their vessel was Endurance, and they
sailed south and east across the Atlantic, via
Buenos Aires and then to South Georgia Island,
located south and east of the southernmost point
of South America. After restocking their supplies, they left the island— not knowing it would
be the last time they would touch land for another 497 days.
As the ship neared Antarctica, in January of
1915, it became encased in ice in the Weddell
Sea. For ten months, Shackleton and crew lived
aboard the ship as it drifted, locked in the ice,
until the pressure caused the vessel to be crushed
and sink. The men were forced to abandon ship
with meager food, clothing and shelter. They set
up camp on the ice, where they clung to life for
five months. Shackleton, feeling their days were
numbered, decided to take to the three lifeboats
they’d salvaged and sail to nearby Elephant Island.
This was an uninhabited and inhospitable
remote island, from which rescue would not be
possible because it was too far from any shipping lanes. Shackleton, recognizing the physical
and mental strains on his crew, set off with five
others on an amazing 17-day, 800-mile, openboat journey through some of the world’s roughest seas, to South Georgia. When they arrived,
they chartered a ship and headed back to rescue
the rest of the crew on Elephant Island. This
chartered ship then sailed back to England, quite
remarkably, with every crew member alive.
One of the crew members was a young man
by the name of Perce. He had not been chosen to
join the crew— he had stowed away, and when
discovered was offered a job by Shackleton. This
book is essentially Perce’s diary from the expedition, so the reader learns of the hardships the
crew experienced from Perce’s point of view. It
is thus a factual account of the journey, while
also conveying the emotions the crew members
felt. The reader learns about the crew living on
the ice through Perce, who writes of setting up
tents and eating fresh seal meat. Later we read
about the journey to the remote island as Perce
explains how they sewed together seal skins to
make the boats, and how painful it was as he got
frostbite in one of his legs from being exposed to
the cold wind and water. He writes of their stay
on the island, describing the horrible watereddown broth they had to eat, and how they were
forced to live in a small cave that sheltered them
from the ocean.
This book was written to tell the facts of the
story of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition, which
makes it a tale of exceptional human
perseverance. These men experienced extreme
fear, hunger, and pain, but they never gave up or
lost hope. Their ship, Endurance, was aptly
named, as these men endured incredible
hardships and yet were able to continue on.

Spring News

Captain Marvel
Review
By Jack Green
Captain Marvel is one of the latest in an
interesting series of comic book action movies from
Marvel Studios.
The title character is played by Brie Larson.
Samuel L. Jackson co-stars as the young FBI agent
named Nick Fury. The rest of the cast includes Annette Bening, who plays Supreme Intelligence; Ben
Mendelsohn, playing an alien called Talos; Jude
Law, as Yon-Rogg, Captain Marvel’s mentor; and
Gemma Chan, playing an alien soldier.
This movie is an origin story for the main
character. It explains her background and sets the
stage for a continuation of the plot, which features
an interstellar war between two alien races. The
main character, Carol Danvers, is an Air Force pilot
unknowingly working to save a peaceful alien race,
the Skrull, from a warlike aggressor race called the
Kree. She loses her memory and gains superpowers
in a plane explosion involving top-secret alien military technology. She is tricked by the evil Kree into
joining them. The plot is driven by the main character’s journey to recover her true identity and
memory, as well as to defeat the bad guys.
This movie is set in the year 1995. At one
point, the title character crashes through the roof of
a Blockbuster video store. This could be a walk
down memory lane to the director’s or writer’s
youth. But I think there is also another important
reason for choosing the 1990s. Nowadays, technology has truly isolated people. It often seems that we
need not talk to each other; we can just email or
text, without ever seeing the recipient or hearing the
other person’s voice. To watch a movie, we only
have to turn on a screen and select from Netflix—
no need to leave the house. But in the 1990s this
wasn’t the case. To watch a movie then, you had to
go to a theater or to a video rental store. You had to
talk to a clerk. You had to make a connection. In
the movie, Carol Danvers has literally become isolated from every human on earth, and upon returning, she has to make human connections to find her
true self.
An interesting side note about Captain Marvel is that unfortunately, Marvel’s first movie with
a female lead role has sparked conflict. Some members of the alt-right and/or so-called Men’s Rights
Activists or incels have tried to begin a movement
to boycott movies with female and minority leads.
Similar to what occurred around the movie Black
Panther, some discriminatory people tried to convince others not to see Captain Marvel, essentially
because of its female lead. As with the attack on
Black Panther, the boycott was hugely unsuccessful, and the movie made $386 million in the U.S.
and $1.04 billion worldwide.
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Easter
Traditions
By Evan O’Neill
Easter is a holiday filled with excitement,
much of which comes from enjoying a festive
celebration with family and friends. Traditions
constitute a large part of this holiday cheer, and
embellish family gatherings with priceless
memories, preserving them forever. Since East
Catholic comprises a broad variety of students
across varying social, religious, and ethnic
backgrounds, the Easter holiday means something different and unique to each of them. All
families have traditions that fortify family
bonds, celebrate diverse cultures, commemorate
old memories, and form new ones.
Although my own family’s Easter traditions
are fairly ordinary, the memories that come
with them hold great meaning to me. On Easter
Sunday, my family gathers at my grandmother’s
house, where the younger grandchildren search
for Easter eggs in the backyard. My
grandmother cooks Easter bread, essentially a
doughy bread with painted hardboiled eggs on
the top, and lays out a large Easter basket for
the entire family, mainly consisting of
Munson’s chocolate. Jenny Kirsche described a
similar family tradition, in which the “Easter
Bunny” leaves gifts and chocolates around the
house to be discovered and eaten. She said that
although her family does not always plan a
large Easter meal, when they do, it generally
features a casserole.
Patrick Roth’s family traditions are largely
centered around Easter cuisine, with the notable
exception of his father’s family decorating
colored eggs after blowing the yolk out of them.
Patrick’s extended family travels to his house
for Easter, which begins with a breakfast
consisting of cinnamon apples and Easter
crêpes with berries, bananas, chocolate, and coconut. Next is Easter brunch, again with the extended family. Noteworthy yearly dishes include strawberry Jello-mold, cherry pie, a yogurt parfait with homemade whipped cream,
and a rice and wheat pie. The recipe for the rice
and wheat pie originates from Patrick’s Italian
great-grandmother and is recreated by his
grandmother each year.
Traditions as a practice vary greatly across
families, countries, and cultures as each family
makes a holiday its own. As households celebrate and generations come together, lasting
memories are created. Traditions are not only
important because they honor the past, but also
because they embrace the future.

Junior Prom
By Lily Moseni
For many people of the East Catholic student body, the concept of prom only exists
within the frames of an American tradition originating from a century ago. American media
and pop culture has ingrained prom as an integral part of the high school experience, and
built it up to fantastical proportions. However,
the junior class were given the privilege to fi-

nally experience the reality of prom last month.
For most schools, the end of March passes
painlessly and even idly, as students brace for
the spring quarter. However, the students of
East Catholic nervously prepared for the biggest
celebration of the year. Our early prom took
place on Friday, March 29. Juniors took advantage of the half-day as they set out to their
hair appointments, while underclassmen simply
appreciated the shorter classes. The dance was
held at the beautiful venue Maneeley's Banquet
& Catering in South Windsor.
Juniors began to make their grand entrances
as the clock struck 8:00pm. Anyone lucky
enough to go would have encountered the familiar faces of teacher chaperones first, as if to
serve as a gentle reminder where they were. The
nervous dates and laughing groups of people
flooded the venue, either eating at the dinner
tables or dancing on the main floor. Mark the
Shark DJ’ed the dance, and played a number of
top-charting pop and hip-hop singles. As the
night came to an unfortunate close, the DJ began to take requests, and was probably left a bit
stunned on why the 80s synthpop song “Take
On Me” was such a favorite of the student
body. Yet, when asked what the highlight of the
dance was, many juniors would quickly point to
the chocolate fountain.
At 11:00pm, the junior class gave their tired
farewells to prom, and left to their respective
homes or after parties. No matter where they
went, the teenagers finally understood the grand
importance imbued into prom by the culture
they grew up in. It transformed from a groundless symbol of adolescence frivolity to a glowing memory they would look back on for years
to come.

Spring
Concert
By Maeve Horan-Portelance
The East Catholic Music Department will
hold its annual Spring Concert in the school auditorium on May 16th, 2019. The concert starts
at 7:00 p.m., and tickets can be purchased at the
door. The concert will feature many of the various musical ensembles at East, including Concert Band, Stage Band, Jazz Band, String Orchestra, Concert Choir, Women’s Choir, and
Men’s Choir. The students are all very excited
to share what they have been working so hard
on for the past three to four months, and encourage all members of the East Catholic community to save the date and make an effort to
come out and join them for a wonderful night of
music. Jack MacDonald, a senior involved in
many of the instrumental groups at East Catholic, says, “I like to think of the Spring Concert
as an exclamation point to cap off all the hard
work, laughs, and experiences I’ve had as a
member of the music department. It’s going to
be bittersweet, but I am very excited for it. It’s
going to be a great show!”

Feathered Friends
It’s Spring, and the
Bird Housing
Market Isn’t
Slumping
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By Jack Green
It’s spring! Right now, many young bird
couples are scouting prospective nest sites for
the perfect home to raise their babies. Knowing
this, many local people are eager to help them
by hanging backyard birdhouses or nest boxes.
It’s better, however, to do some research before
you run out to buy your new birdhouse.
The usual design of a birdhouse is a simple
wooden box, with a slanted roof and a hole of
varying size in the center of the front panel. The
size of the hole determines what species can and
will use the house. For instance, black-capped
chickadees typically select a hole diameter of
around 1⅛ inches, whereas eastern bluebirds
prefer a hole diameter of 1½ inches.
One reason many birds prefer a specific
hole size is
the huge demand
for
housing.
Natural tree
cavities are
not
common,
and
Image retrieved from Pexels.com
many birds rely
on cavities that were previously excavated by
woodpeckers. Many species of cavity-nesting
birds rely on the comparatively few types of
woodpecker, so competition can be fierce. That
competition forces the birds to be quite selective about their nest-box holes. For instance, if a
black-capped chickadee were to nest in a cavity
with a 2-inch hole, a bigger bird, such as a
house sparrow, could easily get in and take over
the nest box, forcing the chickadee out. Another
reason for such hole-size selectivity is predators. If a hole is too wide, a squirrel or raccoon
could reach in and grab all the eggs or young
that may be inside.
Putting up a birdhouse designed for a certain species of bird will not guarantee attracting
that species. For example, if you live in downtown Manchester, putting up a bluebird house
will not likely attract bluebirds— they are not
found in busy, densely populated urban settings.
But, if you live in a rural to suburban area with
plenty of open space and have seen bluebirds
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there more than a couple times, then they will
probably move into a nest box of appropriate
size. So, what’s the secret to success with nest
boxes? The key is to know the species that are
(and are not) present around you. For example,
in our area of Connecticut, I sometimes see in
front yards a pole-mounted “condo” for purple
martins, a species of swallow that nests in large
groups. The problem is that, in our area, there
are no purple martins. Martins need huge
expanses of open space, and they like living
further south. They do live in our state, but just
not in our particular area.
The type of terrain around your home will
determine which bird species might choose to
live there. So, if you have a very large, open
backyard (around an acre or more), try putting
up a house for eastern bluebirds and tree swallows. If you have an open yard with scattered
trees, you could put up a nest box for great
crested flycatchers, a very large, colorful species of flycatcher that hunts by flying down
from a tree
branch, either
to
catch
an
insect on
the ground
or grab it
Retrieved from nps.org
out of the air.
If you live near dense woods, (and have a ladder) you could install a barred owl box. Of
course, this would need to be a very large box.
Of course, one of the joys of providing homes
for birds is getting to observe them,
and in order to see what is going on in an owl
box, some bird aficionados place a camera in
the box, setting up a live feed to a screen in they
home, so they can observe the young owls.
However, for the average backyard bird lover,
this might be a bit over the top.
One particular threat that cavity-nesting
birds now face comes from non-native house
sparrows and European starlings. These are two
bird species from Europe that were set free in
1890 in Central Park by a man who wished to
have all the birds mentioned in Shakespeare’s
works live in New York. Most of the species he
imported died; however, the starlings and sparrows both bred
explosively.
Now, both introduced species are entrenched
throughout
North America. Like all
cavity nesters,
these two species are aggressive
to
Image retrieved from Flickr.com
competitors;
however, these happen to be more aggressive
than most. House sparrows and starlings will
take over a nest box and kill other species’ eggs
or nestlings. If the resident species puts up a
fight, house sparrows and European starlings
will even kill the adults. The Audubon Society
and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology recommend

discouraging these species, as they have plenty
of nesting opportunities in urban areas, whereas
many native species are facing habitat decline.
It is important to note that many species of sparrow are peaceful and native, and should not be
discouraged. It is only the European house sparrow that poses a risk.
It is reasonably easy to avoid having European starlings nest in a box because they are
birds who are simply too large to fit into the
small holes of most birdhouses. House sparrows
are much harder to discourage. House sparrows
can fit in all hole sizes above 1⅛ inches in diameter, so they can fit into almost all standard
birdhouses. Unfortunately, only chickadees can
fit through through that size. If house sparrows
are present in your area, and you are trying to
stop them from nesting in your birdhouses,
there are a few methods of what is known as
“passive control,” or ways to make nest boxes
and habitat less favorable to house sparrows.
Using fishing line in specific parts of the
box seems to scare house sparrows; in contrast
other birds don’t seem to mind the fishing line.
Another method of passive control is to use a
Gilbertson PVC nest box, which house sparrows seem to dislike. Additionally, avoid feeding house sparrows; they prefer millet, cracked
corn, and bread, and these should be not be offered in areas with house sparrows. Also avoid
planting dense hedges or vines that house sparrows like. One other method is removing their
nest material each time they add some to the
box. Eventually, the birds will grow weary of
building a nest that will never be finished and
will move somewhere else.
If you are interested in putting up a birdhouse, but don’t know what kind you should put
up or how, one helpful website is the NestWatch.org “right bird, right house” tool. You
simply choose the region you live in, choose the
type of habitat you live in, and it will give you a
list of species that most likely occur there, and
how to choose or build a nest box for them.
When selecting a birdhouse, a little research and
planning can be a huge help in attracting local
bird species.

Retrieved from flickr.com

ECHS World

The World of
Numbers:
Math Is A
Sport
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It’s a Small
(and Kind)
World...

By Katie Green
The phrase “team sports” probably evokes
for most Americans thoughts of football, basketball, or baseball. By contrast, when people
hear the word math, they likely think of homework and finals, the solitary academic stressors
that force students to stay home and study rather than attend things like sports events. But
high school math teams are starting to change
the way math is viewed. Nowadays, math is
more than just a STEM subject; it’s a sport.
The East Catholic math team has coaches,
practices, meets, and a season just like our other
sports teams. From October to March, the team
meets weekly, under the coaching of Mrs.
Noryk and Ms. Bushnell, to train for each of the
six meets that take place during the season. The
team members practice a variety of ways to
solve the kinds of problems that may show up
in the next meet, honing their skills for a strong
performance, just the way traditional sports
teams practice drills, running, and calisthenics
to get in shape to compete.
On meet day, the team leaves their calculators at home (they don’t need them anyway).
Five students are chosen for the A team, whose
competition scores determine how the team performs in the meet. The other team members
compete in individual events, separate from the
team competition. All members have to be prepared to answer questions from a variety of
math disciplines, ranging from algebra to geometry to trigonometry.
A meet consists of five rounds; each member of the A team picks three rounds in which to
participate. Competitors are given a time limit
of ten minutes for each round, to solve three
problems on a spectrum of difficulty. After the
five rounds, a final round takes place in which
the entire A team puts their heads together to
solve another array of problems. The points
from the individual and team rounds are added
together into the team’s total. At the end of the
season, the meet totals are added together for a
cumulative sum. East’s team performed extremely well this year, earning the second highest total in its division!
School math teams are bridging the gap between school and sports. The skills taught by
math and sports teams alike, like quick thinking, problem solving, and teamwork, prepare
their members for the wider world, where these
skills are invaluable assets in succeeding in
higher education and careers. Being on a team,
no matter what you are trying to accomplish,
teaches the same lessons that can be applied to
almost any situation: working together and supporting other people is the way to have fun and
succeed.

By Mrs. Cathy Luker
I was deep in thought returning
emails one recent Friday afternoon in the
School Counseling Office when I heard voices.
I couldn’t quite make out what was transpiring
outside my door; my curiosity peaked, however, as I heard bits and pieces of a conversation
that became quite animated. It appeared that
the topic was old photographs. Someone in a
photo was being discussed and was then identified in one of the school yearbooks.
Our
School Counseling Administrative Assistant,
Mrs. Gina DeAngelo, was playing detective
with an unknown visitor. They both seemed
very pleased that their mutual efforts led them
to a name in one of our yearbooks - but why?
It was then that our School Counseling Director, Mr. George Smalley, came through the
office and heard them speaking this person’s
name. He said, “I know him! He’s Brent Mikkelsen. We’re good friends!” George said that
he and Brent, who currently works at Manchester High School as a high school counselor,
met at Assumption College.
I was now out of my chair and
bounding toward the table where the visitor,
Mrs. Mary O’Connor, was seated. Introducing
herself in her nice Irish brogue, she proudly
told me that she had three grandchildren who
graduated from East. I just happened to know
two of them as their school counselor and we
exchanged quick stories. Mary then proceeded
to tell me that she recently purchased a used
but empty photo album at a local second hand
shop called SAVERS. When she got home, a
manila envelope with pictures slid out of the
album. Naturally, she perused the pictures and
something quickly caught her eye. There was
a senior photo taken of a boy and a girl at their
senior
prom.
East
Catholic
High School was
scrawled across
the back and dated 1989. Familiar with East
Catholic, Mary
drove to the
school and the
sleuthing commenced in our
office. Using the
1989 yearbook,

Mary O’Connor and Gina DeAngelo scoured
the senior photos and located the female student named Phyllis. But there was still the
question of who the photos belonged to - Phyllis or Brent? That question was answered by a
lost remembrance card with the last name of
Mikkelsen tucked deep within the photos.
Mary felt obligated to reach out to Brent so
that she could return his family photos. Since
George and Brent were friends, the connection
was easily made.
What are the odds that a person
would take the time to care about another’s
family photos discovered unexpectedly in her
possession? What are the odds that this person
had a strong tie to the East Catholic community
already? What are the odds that the family
photos were easily identified and the owner
was good friends with the School Counseling
Director? I continue to marvel at what transpired outside my door that day and smile at
how truly small – and kind the world is! What
a story, I kept saying to myself after Mary left,
and regretted not taking Mary’s picture to
share her story with others. Truly, the Holy
Spirit must have heard me because Mary returned to our office not twenty minutes later!
She said that she could not possibly keep the
empty album because there was distinct writing
on each page describing the photos that were
now piled in the manila envelope. I seized the
opportunity to settle Mary back at the table
with the pictures and snap one of my own. I
smiled again. My next thought then turned to
coordinating a meeting between Brent and
Mary for the ‘official exchange of photos’.
Wouldn’t it be exciting to see the loop completed? A story come full circle?
I recently coordinated such a meeting and both parties were grinning ear to ear
Mary recounted how she found the photos and
Brent
explained how
they
had
been
unknowingly
discarded
when
his
mother donated items
to the Big
Brother Organization during her move last year. Ironically, the BBO is associated with the second hand
shop, SAVERS, where the items landed for
sale. Enter Mary, an avid photographer, who
then bought Brent’s family photo album for
$1.50.
Mary smiled and commented that
“photo albums are hard to find these days!”
Brent happily helped solve that problem for
Mary when he presented her with some new
photo albums.
Although an alum, Brent had not
been back to East Catholic High School for
many years. He was very touched by Mary’s
gesture and the opportunity to reminisce not
only about his family pictures but the special
days spent as a student at East Catholic. He can
thank Mary for that, too.

Sports

Golf Update
By Kenny D’Attilio
Continued good luck to the ECHS boys golf
team which stands at 6-1-1. Varsity players include Kenny D’Attilio, Christian Luca, Colin
Luca, Heath Olivieri, Mike Walling, and Ryan
Zurcher. The varsity team is looking promising
this year to win another state championship.
Many new faces make up our JV team: James
Capodanno, Jonathan Ciuttone, George DePasqual,
Nathanael
Disalvatore,
Jack
Hemenway,
Matt Hohenthal, Kevin Kolodziejczyk, Kevin Ledger, Ben Pagani, Thomas Parakilas, and Josh Vaughan.
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was cancelled, but the girls are off to a strong
start in their season.
The girls’ first match against Newington
resulted in a loss, but several players did win
their matches. With so many new players, many
of them playing in new positions, it was difficult for the girls to adjust. However, as they get
more time on the court, the girls hope to sort out
their lineup and have a successful season. They
also hope to qualify for the state tournament at
the end of the year.
With both teams gaining new players this
year, there is a good chance that another championship banner will find its way to the East
Catholic gymnasium by the end of the season.

Tennis Teams The Kentucky
Derby
Take to the
Court
By Jack Sargent

By Patrick Roth
As winter comes to an end, spring sports
have taken center stage at East Catholic High
School. The boys and girls tennis teams have
recently started their seasons and are moving
forward into their first matches of the year.
After holding indoor tryouts and practices at
Magic Lincer Tennis Club of Manchester, both
teams have moved to their home courts at
Wickham Park in Manchester. The park made
repairs to the courts over the winter, filling in
cracks which had previously affected play. Both
teams continue to use the courts free of charge
throughout the season.
The boys team prepared for their relatively
challenging schedule by participating in two
scrimmages before the first match of the season.
The first scrimmage against Notre Dame-West
Haven was the first time that the boys played
outdoors, allowing them to adjust to the new
conditions. The second scrimmage against Ellington provided another opportunity to play
outdoors, and allowed for singles and doubles
players to face multiple opponents in numerous
matches.
Before the start of the season, Coach Healey
had designated the year a “revenge year” for the
boys team. After failing to qualify for the state
tournament the previous year, the team has
gained new players who are eager to compete
with the returning members for a spot in the
state tournament once more. Though the season
began with a loss against Hall and a close defeat
by Rocky Hill, the team has done well so far.
The girls team also played several scrimmages to prepare for their season. The first
scrimmage against Bolton was the girls’ first
time playing outside, and they too had to adjust
to the different conditions. The wind was especially difficult to deal with, and forced players
to adjust quickly during matches. The girls’ second scrimmage against Ellington unfortunately

The Kentucky Derby is America’s greatest
race. Every year twenty three-year-olds only get
one chance try to win the biggest race of their
young lives. Some, like Broker’s Tip, catch
lightning in a bottle since his only career win
was the Kentucky Derby. Others, like Native
Dancer, are not so lucky. The Dancer’s only
loss was on Derby day in 1953. In 1964 a small
horse from Canada, Northern Dancer, ran the
fastest Kentucky Derby at that time - a straight
two minutes. Nine years later, the immortal
Secretariat ran the first of only two Kentucky
Derbies completed in under two minutes. In
1986 Ferdinand saddled the hopes of an all-time
great at his swan song Kentucky Derby. Twenty
-nine years earlier Bill Shoemaker had mistaken
the sixteenth pole for the finish line stood up in
the saddle and cost Gallant Man the victory.
Fans questioned whether the fifty-four year old
should even be on Ferdinand; they said he had
no more heart, hunger, or courage. But in the
stretch, Broad Brush moved off the rail opening
a hole, and the old man silenced his doubters
one final time. Shoemaker powered through that
hole for his fourth and final Kentucky Derby
win. In 1988 trainer D. Wayne Lukas guaranteed that his filly, Winning Colors, would defeat
the sixteen males she was running against. She
led the field all the way around, and with help
from the lefty, Gary Stevens, she held off Forty
Niner to win. In 1990 Carl Nafzger, a one- time
rodeo cowboy turned trainer, had his horse, Unbridled, on the lead. Ninety-two year old owner, Frances Getner, was nearly blind and couldn’t see the race. Nafzger was picked up by ABC
mics narrating the race for Frances. In 1993 the
forty-six year wait of owner Paul Mellon, ended
when he won with Sea Hero. The one time silver medal Olympian and hero of United Airlines 232 plane crash, Michael Matz, won his
first and only Kentucky Derby. Matz’s Barbaro
won the 2006 Derby by the largest margin since
World War II. Two weeks later, Barbaro would
unite a country around him following an injury
that left his leg shattered in twenty-seven pieces. After a seven month struggle to save the
horse, Barbaro was destroyed following complication from surgery. In the winner’s circle in

1999 an emotional Chris Antley told ABC’s Jim
McKay, “Miracles were made to come true and
it happened today for me.” Antley’s miracle
was his comeback from drug abuse that just a
year earlier all but ended his career. Antley won
the Derby on 31-1 shot Charismatic, an equally
unlikely winner. From 2007-2010 a Cajun
jockey, who misses his late parents so much he
references them every time he runs, went on the
greatest stretch in Derby history. Calvin Borel
won the Derby in 2007, 2009, and 2010; he then
finished third in 2008.
To win the Kentucky Derby is in essence a
dream. In 2017 that dream came true for the
appropriately named Always Dreaming. Last
year Justify was “just awesome.” The colt ended the 136 year long Apollo’s Curse when he
became the first horse since Apollo in 1882 to
win the Kentucky Derby after not racing as a
two year old. This year Bob Baffert returns
once again with the favorite, Roadster. Bill
Mott looks for his Derby win in his 40+ year
career. His hopes ride with the regally bred Tacitus, and Country House. The historic Lanes
End Farm looks for its first with Code of Honor. Hall of fame trainer, Richard Mandella, only
comes to the Derby when he thinks he has a
chance to win. This year he will be riding
Omaha Beach. Three years ago 20,000 foals
were born with aspirations of winning the Kentucky Derby. Twenty-two remain from 20,000.
Who will the 145th Kentucky Derby? That
question will be answered May 4, 2019.
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